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GENERAL ADVICE

Although Step To Junior is for test preparation, 
it can be taught like a regular textbook. Students 
need to become familiar with the various exam 
sections, but above all they need lots of practice 
with the vocabulary and sentence patterns. The 
trick is to practise the same material in a variety of 
ways so that it doesn’t become stale. 

PLAYING GAMES 

One of the ways to provide revision in a fun way is 
by playing games. The following are some points 
to consider when playing games and actual games 
that can be played. 

Timing 

Games are really good for breaking up a class, 
especially halfway through, and for the last 5–10 
minutes. It is important not to flog games to 
death; keep them short and sweet. Leave the 
students wanting more. There’s nothing worse than 
watching all the fun and excitement of an activity 
drain away in the dying moments of a class. And, 
as any performer knows, you should keep the best 
for last and always aim to finish on a high, with the 
students walking out of the classroom animated 
and happy. 

Class seating 

An important consideration for playing games is the 
seating. To play many of the more exciting games, 
the students need to be seated in a U-shape facing 
the board with plenty of space for them to run to 
the front. There shouldn’t be any obstacles over 
which they could fall and hurt themselves. To form 
a U-shape, desks may have to be moved to the back 
and sides of the classroom. If it is practical, teach 
the students how to rearrange the furniture quickly 
and quietly. 

Teacher participation 

For a change from the usual student versus student 
games, have the students play against you. Make 
sure that you win sometimes to keep the kids 
interested. 

Language of instruction 

Often the language needed to explain a game, 

keep the scoring, and maintain order, is more 
complex than the students’ English level. This 
often necessitates the use of the students’ native 
language. That’s okay but be strict during games. If 
games are to have any real learning value, then you 
need to insist on English being spoken. 

Popular games 

Big Wind Blows (also known by other names) is 
a game in which students quickly change seats 
depending on what sentences the standing student 
says. Students love this game and will often ask to 
play it. It’s great fun and involves the whole class. 
The students form a large U-shape or a circle with 
their seats. You kick things off by saying a sentence, 
for example, “You have a green bag,” or “You hate 
English.” The students for whom these sentences 
are true must change seats. While some of the 
students are changing, you grab a seat, leaving one 
of the students standing without a chair to sit on. 
This student must say a sentence. 

When playing Big Wind Blows everyone has to 
listen carefully; as a result, it keeps their 
attention. It’s a good game to play ten minutes 
before the class ends. The game can be done with 
variations, and at different levels of difficulty. I 
often write model sentences on the board to help 
them out. For a beginner class the following would 
be useful: “You like …” “You want…” “You can…” 
“You have…” “You are…” Some teachers insist 
students use a standard sentence starter such as 
“The Big Wind Blows for anyone who…” or “Change 
seats if… “ 

You and the class can make up rules to suit; I 
usually insist that the sentence must apply to more 
than one person, and that a sentence can not be 
repeated. The more you play the game, the trickier 
the students get; if none of the class responded 
to, “You like the teacher,” the student will hit them 
with “You don’t like the teacher,” so that they will 
all be forced to change seats. 

Tic Tac Toe 

Draw a grid on the board with either 9 or 16 
squares. Write a word in each square. Divide your 
class into Xs and Os. Teams choose a square and 
make a sentence using the word. The first team to 
get three in a row wins. 
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GENERAL ADVICE

Simon Says 

You give the students commands such as 
“Stand up,” and “Open your book,” starting with
“Simon says,” “Teacher says,” or, more naturally, 
“Please.” When you just give a command, e.g. 
“Touch your nose,” instead of “Please touch your 
nose,” the students should ignore it. Those that 
don’t ignore it are out of the game. Alternatively, 
you can keep all of the students in the game, and 
just give the winning team a point. 
 
Bingo 

Give students bingo grids (5 x 4 squares), either 
empty or pre-filled with numbers or letters. 
For the letter version, you say a word and the 
students cross out the letter that it starts with. The 
first student to cross out all the squares wins. 
 
Snakes and Ladders 

Draw a large grid on the board and add some 
snakes and ladders. Divide the class into two or 
three groups. You need a large dice so everyone 
can see the numbers clearly (If you don’t have a 
dice, you can easily make one out of cardboard). 
Ask Team 1 a question. A correct answer means 
they throw a large dice and move the number 
of spaces on the grid. You can just mark their 
progress with a marker pen (e.g. A, B, or C), or use 
a magnet. If a team answers incorrectly, give the 
question to the next team. Try to ask questions 
that get them talking. Good examples are “Tell 
me… ten words that begin with S / five things you 
can see in a kitchen / the name of everyone in the 
class / six big animals,” and so on. Experiment with 
having individuals or the whole team answering the 
questions. It often works best if they all contribute 
one word to a multi-word answer. One variation is 
to write a letter in each square. If a team lands on 
a ‘T’, you can have them say a few words beginning 
with that letter, or to say one word and make a 
sentence with it. 
 
Touching and Circling Games 

These simple games are useful for reviewing 
vocabulary. 
 

Touching 

Place the relevant flashcards on the board. 
Alternatively, quickly draw simple pictures (the 
worse they’re drawn, the funnier they’ll be). Get 
your class seated in a U-shape facing the board. 
Now divide the class into teams. If you have twelve 
students, split the class down the middle in two. 
Count them off in pairs from the front, one through 
six. If you have eighteen then divide into three 
teams. You shout out, “Are you ready? Bicycle, 
Number Two,” and the second student from each 
team must rush to the board, hit the picture and 
say the word. Insist on them saying the word. Call 
the kids randomly rather than in order to keep 
them guessing which number will be next. It’s 
also important to call the number after the object 
to keep them all on the edge of their seats. The 
winning team gets a point. 
 
A slightly more complicated version is having a 
matching written word for every object drawn on 
the board. The students have to simultaneously 
touch both the picture and the word, which often 
results in – much to the amusement of the class – 
them stretched out across the board and around 
one another in strangely contorted positions. 
 
Odd-numbered Classes: If you have a class with, 
let’s say 11 students, how do you divide it into two 
teams for activities such as the above game? You 
could consider choosing a stronger student to be 
paired against two weaker students, but this can 
either be embarrassing (if the two weaker students 
keep losing) or seem unfair (if the outnumbered 
student keeps losing). It’s usually better to have 
one of the students in the smaller team plays two 
numbers. So, team A has six students numbered 1 
to 6, and for team B the last student covers both 
numbers 5 and 6. 

Circling 

Write various words on the board. You call out a 
word and students have to circle it with a marker. 
Either have a pair of students race to the chalk 
rail to pick up a marker, or for a little less chaos 
call out a pair and have them come to the board 
first. This game is good for practising listening 
comprehension of similar sounding words, e.g. fun, 
sun, run, Tom, ten, Tim, shorts, shirts, skirts. 
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Spelling Games 

Spelling is an important part of Anglia exams. As 
well as doing dictation, it’s useful to play some 
games to give students spelling practice. Some 
spelling games include: 
 
Spelling Races 

Pair two (or more depending on class size) teams 
off, call out a word and a number, for example 
‘Baseball, number five’. The fifth student in each 
team races to the front and writes ‘baseball’. The 
first to write it correctly gets a point for his or her 
team. 
 
A variation is to write a scrambled word on the 
board and get them to write the unscrambled 
version. For example, write ‘lleyow’ on the board, 
call out a pair, and they run and write ‘yellow’. 
It’s usually best to let teammates call out the 
unscrambled word because it speeds up the game 
and means greater team involvement. 
To keep the students interested, it’s important that 
everyone can see the words being written. To do 
this, insist on the students writing the words above 
them or to the side. Otherwise, the class will simply 
be looking at the backs of the two students. 
 
Spelling Chain 

This is an easy and fun way to review spelling. 
Divide the class into two or more teams. Say a 
word, for example, ‘elephant’. Team 1 tries to spell 
the word one student at a time, letter by letter, 
i.e. the first student says E, the second L, and so 
on. Teammates are not allowed to help – take a 
point away if they cheat; the other teams will be 
more than happy to help you police this. If a team 
can’t complete a word, the next team has to spell 
it (from the beginning). A team earns a point for 
spelling a word correctly. Should they all fail to do 
so, give yourself a point. 

Once students are familiar with the game you 
should mix things up; alter the order in which 
students answer and put time limits on answering. 
The reason such a seemingly boring activity as 
spelling should work so well is that the game has 
several important elements: competition between 
teams, suspense, and teamwork (every student is 
forced to pay attention otherwise they will hurt 

their team and get ragged by their classmates). The 
only thing to watch out for is the weaker spellers 
continually making their teams lose; try and give 
them a hand by arranging the order so they have 
an easy letter to say. 
 
Hangman 

The kids are usually familiar with this old classic, 
and it works well as a fun way to review spelling.
 

GENERAL ADVICE
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Page. 7 

Classroom Language:  

Write the words from the box.
1. board 2. up 3. understand 4. pencil 5. close 
6. answer 7. page 8. spell 9. homework 10. down

Exam Language  

Match 1-5 with A-E
1C. 2B. 3A. 4E. 5D 

Page. 9: British and American English 

1. Circle the British English words.
1. football 2. grey 3. trainers 4. aeroplane
5. favourite 6. rubber 7. colour 8. mobile phone 
9. Mum 10. trousers

Vocabulary Note: 
football vs. soccer 
British people (and most of the world) call it 
football but Americans (and Australians) call it 
soccer. For Americans, ‘football’ is another game 
(one played with an oval-shaped ball) that British 
people call ‘American football’. 

Mum and Mom 

In British English we use Mum (Mummy) but 
Americans usually use Mom (Mommy). 

INTRODUCTION UNIT
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UNIT 1: FAMILY

Page. 12 Vocabulary: Family 

1. Write the highlighted words on the picture. 
from left to right:
Picture 1: father; sister; mother; brother 
Picture 2: boy; girl; woman; baby

Page. 13 

2. Write A-E on the pictures.
Top to bottom, left to right: C; E / A / D; B

Page. 14 

2. Write the numbers
1. eight 2. nine 3. fourteen 4. fifteen
5. sixteen 6. nine 7. seven 8. ten 9. fifteen 
10. fourteen

Page. 15: Crossword

Page. 16: Grammar

1. Change the sentences.
1. He is playing with his dog.
2. They are drawing pictures.
3. I am eating pizza.
4. We are walking to school.
5. She is listening to the teacher.
6. They are playing football.
7. He is writing English.
2. Number the pictures
Left to right
3; 7; 1; 8
5; 2; 4; 6

Write the words in the gaps.
1. is 2. girl 3. are 4. cooking 5. baby
6. drinking 7. writing 8. books

Page. 17 

Reading
3. Write the words.
1. brother 2. name 3. in 4. reading
5. mother 6. school 7. is 8. television

Speaking
4. Unscramble the answers.

1. My name is Joe.
2. I’m nine years old.
3. Yes, I have two brothers.
4. No, I don’t.
5. My favourite food is ice cream.
6. Yes, I do.
7. He is my brother.
8. No, she’s my mother.

Page. 18 Test Practice 

Section H: Match the questions and answers.

1C; 2A; 3D; 4C; 5B; 

Listening: 
play the audio file, listen to the sentences and 
write the missing word.
1. Shhh! The baby is sleeping.
2. His brother is twelve years old.
3. I want to play football.
4. The children are walking to school.
5. The dog’s name is Didi.
6. She is reading a book in her bedroom.
7. My mother is an English teacher.
8. She’s not my sister. She’s my friend.

Page. 19 

Without contractions 
2. It is a book. 3. What is your name?
4. I am ten years old.

With contractions. 
2. We’re friends. 3. I’m watching television. 
4. It’s not my birthday.

TEST PRACTICE
Section D
1B; 2C; 3A
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Page. 23 Crossword: Months

Page. 24 Spelling Practice 

1. Unscramble the months
July, August, December, April, January

2. Write two letters in each word.
1. February 7. November
2. December        8. May
3. June 9. September
4. April 10. March
5. July 11. August
6. October  12. January

3. Which months have...?
2. September and December, 3. October, 4. 
February, 5. August

4. Which months have ber?
September October November December

Page. 25 

Match the pictures and sentences. 
Pictures left to right
4-April  6-December
3-March 5-January
1-July  2-August
1-February

Page. 26: Days of the week 

2. Look at the pictures and complete the sentences 
1. Sunday 2. play 3. Wednesday 4. Tuesday
5. Monday 6. fish 7. Saturday

Page. 27 

Spelling: 
1. Tuesday
2. Friday
3. Sunday

4. Thursday
5. Monday
6. Saturday
7. Wednesday

Section G Filling in a form.

NAME: Peter Kay AGE: 11 BIRTHDAY: 22 August
FAVOURITE DAY:Sunday  FAVOURITE COLOUR: blue

Page. 28
Crossword

Prepositions: 
1. on the chair
2. under the table
3. in front of the box
4. behind the box
5. in the box

Page. 29 TEST 

PRACTICE Section E: 

Find the ball.

1. near the cup (example)
2. under the bike.
3. in the cup.
4. in front of the book.
5. on the book.
6. behind the bicycle.

UNIT 2: DAYS AND MONTHS
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Page. 32 

Write the words under the pictures.
1 shoes, 2. T-shirt 3. dress 4. trousers, 5. skirt
6. boots 7. hat  8.watch  9.trainers 10. socks 11. shirt 

Page. 33: True or False 

Read the sentences and number the pictures 
1. Picture 7 
2. Picture 2 
3. Picture 5
4. Picture 4
5. Picture 3
6. picture 6
7. Picture 9
8. Picture 8
9. Picture 1

Page. 34: Colours 
Write the colours under the pencils. From left to 
right: green, black, pink, blue, purple,
orange, white, yellow, red. 

Page. 35 Colours and Clothes

Match the sentences and words
A: shorts, red B: shirt, brother C: reading, dress 
Pictures, left to right: C; B; A 

Possessives 

1. Match the sentence
1F (example); 2C; 3D; 4E; 5A; 6G; 7B
2. Match the words.
1B; 2A; 3D; 4E; 5C; 6G; 7F

Page. 36 

Possessives
3. Complete the sentences.
1. his 2. my 3. our 4. their 5. her 6. Your

Colours and Clothes 
1. Write the words.

UNIT 3: CLOTHES

1. red 2. purple 3. grey 4. listening 5. happy
6. black/ blue 7. white

2. Four people wearing old clothes
1A; 2A; 3D; 4B; 5B; 6C; 7D; 8C 

Page. 37: Listening - Part 1 

Play the audio file and ask the students to tick 
the picture of the word they hear.
1. A dog (D)
2. A man (C)
3. A bag (B)
4. A bedroom (C)
5. Apples (D)
6. Socks (A)

Page. 38: Test Practice
Listening - Part 2

Play the audio file and ask the students to 
write the missing word. 

a. John is eating salad for lunch. (example)
b. The book is on the desk.
c. Tim has two books in his bag.
d. Jenna is wearing her favourite dress.
e. Steve has brown hair.
f. The girls are playing volleyball in the garden.

Section F 
Read the story and write the colours. 
Clockwise from top-right: brown, red, pink, 
white, yellow, green

Page. 39 : Test Practice
Section E

Example: Sock number 1 is behind the hat. 
Sock number 2 is in the hat. 
Sock number 3 is on the T-shirt. 
Sock number 4 is under the phone. 
Sock number 5 is near the T-shirt. 
Sock number 6 is in front of the bag. 
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Page. 42 School

Read the following words to the class (one word 
at a time in any order) and ask students to write 
the word they hear under the correct picture.

Pictures are: 
clock, computer, chair 
desk, classroom, blackboard /  chalk board
rubber, pen, bag
pencil, ruler 

Page. 43: Colours and Numbers

1. How many? What colour?
1. two, two 2. green 3. pens, pencils (in any order) 
4. five 5. sixteen, two 6. six, black 7. red 8. pink

Page. 44: We Love Books

1. Complete the sentences
1. reading 2. four 3. my 4. man 5. are 6. in 7. girls

Page. 45 

My School
1. Write the words.
1. classroom 2. Monday 3. favourite 4. boys

Test Practice Section D: 
Write the word.
1B; 2D; 3D; 4C; 5A 

Page. 46: Reading and Matching 

Left to right: 7, 3 / 6,2 / 8,5  / 1,4

Page. 47 

Which Sport?
Write the correct sport under each picture. 
football, tennis, volleyball, baseball, basketball 

Page. 48 Section G

1. Favourites
Match the vocabulary.

1. C steak & E biscuits
2. A football & G volleyball
3. B green & F blue
4. D Wednesday & I Saturday
5. H milk & J orange juice

Grammar: A or An? 

Write a or an.
1. an  2. an  3. a  4. an  5. a  6. a
7. an  8. a  9. a  10. an  11. a  12. a  13. an  14. a 
15. a 16. an

Page. 49 : Section H

1. Match the questions and answers
1C; 2A; 3D; 4E; 5B

2. Find the months

UNIT 4: SCHOOL
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Page. 52 Places 

Pictured from left to right:
kitchen, bathroom / bedroom, house / 
garden, living room 

Page. 53 Things in a House 

Pictured from left to right: 
cupboard, radio, phone / mat, television, 
bed / table, bath, window / vase, door, chair 

Page. 54 More Vocabulary 

1. watching 2. bathroom 3. bedroom
4. cooking 5. playing 6. bath 7. bedroom
8. sofa 9. desk 10. living room

Page. 55 

Grammar 
1. Make sentences 1-4 negative (Note: other
answers are possible)
1. She’s not studying now.
2. They are not going to the zoo.
3. The dog is not looking at the cat.
4. We don’t like English.

2. ‘is’ or ‘are’?
1. is 2. are 3. is 4. are 5. are 6. is

Prepositions 
Circle the correct word.
1. under 2. on 3. behind 4. in front of

Page. 56: Crossword - Things in your house

Follow-up: A good follow-up for some of the 
crosswords in the book is asking students to add 
words and clues (easiest if they draw them) to the 
crossword. You can specify that the words must 
come from the preceding units or allow them to 
use any words. 

Page. 57 Section E

What is it? 
1. chair 2. clock 3. vase 4. table

Page. 58 Talking about Yourself 

Play the audio file, listen and circle the answers. A 
full transcript can be found at the back of this 
book.
1. brother, cat 2. old 3. small, two 3. My bedroom 
4. blue, yellow 5. computers, sister’s big, apple 7. 
volleyball 8. the living room

What can you see in the picture? 
Answers will vary but might include: bed, chair, 
cup(s), flower(s), light, living room, picture(s), sofa, 
table, televison 

Page. 59 Test Practice

Listening Part 1 
Play the audio file and tick the box with the word 
you hear.

A. a phone
B. a window
C. a pencil
D. boots
E. tennis
F. table

UNIT 5: PLACES
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Page. 62 

Clockwise from top: 
Boy: nose, foot, arm, eye, head 
Girl: face, mouth, leg, hand, hair  

Page. 63 Colours 

Pictures left to right:
3, 5, 7 / 4, 8, 6 / 9, 2, 1 

Page. 64 Adjectives 

Look at the pictures then write the correct words 
in the gaps.
1 big 2. young 3. sad 4. happy 5. tall, short 
6. small 7. old 8. new

Page. 65 Vocabulary - Sports 

Pictures are:
1. tennis 2. basketball 3. swimming 4. volleyball
5. football  6. running

Write the sports in the sentences
1. football 2. volleyball 3. running
4. swimming 5. tennis 6. basketball

Page. 66 What’s your Favourite Sport? 

1. Match the questions and answers.
1F; 2A; 3C; 4G; 5D; 6E; 7B

2. Read the story and answer the questions
1B. basketball
2C. volleyball
3B. school
4B. Sunday

Spelling Practice
Unscramble the sports
tennis, volleyball, basketball, swimming 

Page. 67: Prepositions

1. Find the bird
Example: Bird number 1 is behind the table.
Bird number 2 is near the table.
Bird number 3 is under the chair.

Bird number 4 is in the tree. 
Bird number 5 is in front of the table. 
Bird number 6 is on the chair. 

2. How many birds are there?
Twenty

Page. 68 Test Practice

Listening Part 2

Play the audio file, listen to the six sentences and 
ask the students to write the missing word.  
A. He is cooking steak for lunch. (Example)
B. They are walking to the park.
C. Alan is playing with his friend.
D. Lucy’s new skirt is green.
E. The dog is under the bed.
F. Karen has four pens on her desk.

The items in the picture are:
ball, books, box, bowl, clock, cup, pen, ruler, table, 
teddy bear, watch (i.e. everything except: apple, 
car, dog and T-shirt) 

Page. 69: YES or NO? 

Read the sentences and write Yes or No.
1. Tess is happy. No
2. Lisa has long, black hair. Yes
3. Lisa has short hair. No
4. Tess has green eyes. Yes
5. Tess has a rabbit. No
6. Tess has a big mouse. No
7. The mouse has small ears. No
8. The boy is writing. Yes
9. The girl is reading a book. No
10. The girl has a pen. No
11. The book is on the desk. Yes
12. The doll is wearing blue shoes. Yes
13. There’s a doll under the book. No
14. The girl has brown hair. Yes

UNIT 6: HEALTH
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Page. 72 
The teacher should read the words out – but not 
in the right order. 
Pictures are: 1. omelette  2. salad  3. cake  4. fish 
5. biscuits  6. steak   7. pizza  8. ice cream 
9. hot dog  10.hamburger  11. egg 

Page. 73: Vocabulary - Fruit & Vegetables
The teacher should read the words out – but not 
in the right order.
Pictures are: 1. carrot 2. apple 3. peach 
4. tomato 5. pear  6. lemon  7. orange 8. potato 9. 
banana 

Things in the Kitchen 
The teacher should read the words out – but not 
in the right order.
Pictures are: 1. bowl 2. knife 3. plate 4. cup 5. 
glass 6. fork 

Page. 74 Drinks 

1.Pictures are:
1. coffee 2. water  3. lemonade 4. milk 5. tea 
6. juice 

2. Complete the sentences.
1. lemonade 2. juice, juice 3. water
4. coffee 5. milk 6. tea, tea

Spelling Practice Unscramble the words.
1. pizza 2. cake 3. hamburger 4. peach
steak 6. banana 7. tomato 8. carrot 9. fish

Page. 75

Page. 76 Vocabulary - Verbs 

1. Write the words.
1. listen 2. write 3. have 4. drink 5. play 6. read
7. sit 8. wear 9. cook 10. go

2. Match the sentences and pictures and write the 
words.
1C playing,  2D reading,  3A listening,  4E cooking,  
5B writing

Page. 77 Test Practice
Section D

Write the word.
1B; 2B; 3C; 4C; 5D 

Questions & Answers: 

Match the questions and answers.

 1C; 2E; 3D; 4B; 5A 

Page. 78 Section D Grammar Practice

Write am, is, or are.
1. I am reading a book.
2. We are not sleeping.
3. The girl is eating a hamburger.
4. The boys are playing football.
5. My is teacher writing on the blackboard.
6. You are drinking lemonade.
7. I am watching television.
8. They are singing a song.
9. We are sitting on the grass.
10. My father is cooking dinner.

Personal Pronouns 

He plays football. 
I am 10 years old. 
She is my teacher. 
They like school. 
We are happy! 
He likes carrots. 
You are my best friend. 

2. Match the sentences.
1B; 2D; 3A; 4C; 5F; 6E

Page. 79: Talking about yourself 

Match the questions and answers.
1.C  2.D  3.A  4.B  5.F  6.E

UNIT 7: FOOD
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Page. 82 

Read out the given words and get the students to 
write the word under the correct picture. 
Pictures (left to right) 
elephant, snake, lion
crocodile, zebra, duck
penguin, bear, tiger
monkey 

Page. 83 I Love Elephants 

Write the word, play the audio file then listen to 
check the answers.

1. my 2. big 3. two 4. mother 5. birds 6. five 7. are 
8. playing 9. football 10. watching

Page. 84 Numbers

2. Find the 18 numbers between one and 
twenty

The two missing numbers are: two, eleven 

Page. 85 How Many Animals are there? 

1. three lions 2. five crocodiles  3. three bears
4. three zebra  5. one tiger 6. six dogs  
7. eight rabbits  8. two elephants  9. one snake

Page. 86 

Guess the Animal 
Pictures are: 1. Lion 2. bear 3. elephant 4. duck
5. cat

Animals in the Sea 
1. starfish 2. whale 3. shark  4. fish  5. octopus
6. dolphin

Page. 87 Vocabulary - Pets

Pictured from left to right: 
mouse, dog, horse / cat, rabbit, parrot 

Talking about Pets 
1. cat 2. dogs 3. parrot 4. mouse 5. horse

Page. 88 Animals

1A;  2H;  3C;  4B;  5F;  6E;  7G;  8D;  9I 

Page. 89 Prepositions Practice 

1. The cat is in a box.
2. The two cats are under the car.
3. My cat is in a paper bag.
4. Where’s the cat? It’s on the chair.
5. The cat is in a cupboard.
6. The book under is the cat.
7. The black cat is near the white cat.
8. The dog is in front of the cat.
9. The white cat is behind the tree.

UNIT 8: ANIMALS
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Page. 92 

Transport Vocabulary:
Pictures are: 1. bus  2. plane 3 .boat  4.car  5.train 
6. bicycle 7.helicopter 

Page. 93 

I Love Helicopters! 
1F, 2E, 3G, 4A, 5D, 6B, 7C

Page. 94 Bicycles are Best! 

Write the words.
1. shop  2. woman 3. children  4. bicycle 5. blue 
6. two  7. men 8. dog 9. red

Page. 95 Test Practice
Section F

Read the story and write the colours
Clockwise from top-left: 
white shirt; yellow hat; black shoes; grey trousers; 
brown horse; red bicycle 

Spelling Practice 
Unscramble the transport words.
1. boat  2. bus  3. car   4. helicopter   5. bicycle
6. plane 

Page. 96 Test Practice
Section E

Find the balls 
Ball number 1 is near the bed. (Example)
Ball number 2 is in the bowl. 
Ball number 3 is in front of the chair. 
Ball number 4 is behind the table. 
Ball number 5 is on the bed. 
Ball number 6 is under the table.  

Page. 97 Test Practice

Section D
Write one word.
1. The girl is playing with her new toy.
2. I am going to the park.
3. Steve is eating a hamburger.
4. Look at that tree. It is big.
5. They are watching television in the living 
room.

Listening Part Two 
Play the audio file of the six sentences and ask 
students to write the missing word (underlined). 

A. John is playing volleyball at school. (Example)
B. The zoo has two lions and three elephants.
C. Their school clothes are grey and black.
D. On Sunday George, wears shorts and a T-shirt.
E. Our house is near a park.
F. The girls are eating dinner in the kitchen.

Page. 98 Test Practice
Listening Part 1

Read out these 6 words and ask students to put a 
tick under the correct photograph. 

A. a penguin   B. a bus   C. a shop   D. a door
E. legs   F. a T-shirt

Page. 99 Grammar - Question words 

1. Match the question and answer.

1. c   2.a    3.d    4.e.   5.b   6.f

2. Complete the questions with words from the 
box.

1. Who 2. How many 3. What
4. Which 5. Where 6. When

Talking about Transport  
Match the question and answers. 
1D;  2C;  3F;  4E;  5B;  6A

UNIT 9: TRANSPORT
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Pages 102-107 

A. am, are, apple

B. basketball, bathroom, boots, bicycle, boat, bowl

C. clock, children, classroom, clothes

D. dinner, dolphin, desk, December

E. eat, eleven, eighteen, elephant

F. family, feet, fourteen

G. go, grey, green, glass

H. happy, helicopter, hair, hamburger, hat, her

I. in, ice cream

J. juice

K. kitchen

L. lion, legs, lemon

M. milk, monkey

N. near, new, nineteen

O. October, old, octopus

P. park, parrot, pink, peach

R. rabbit, radio

S. salad, shark, shirt, shoes, snake, starfish

T. tall, thirteen, tiger, tomato

U. up

V. vase

W. watch, whale

Y. yellow, you, year

Z. zebra

Page 108  

Read the following sentences and ask students to 
Write the underlined words.

My sister is in the living room. 
The baby is sleeping. 
Sam is eating an apple. 
Paula is wearing a yellow dress. 
The mouse is a small animal.  

SECTION F

Read the story and colour the picture.

Answers clockwise from top right:
brown hair; white shirt; green watch; orange 
trousers; pink socks; red trainers; purple boots; 
blue trousers; grey dog; black hat; yellow t-shirt.

UNIT 10: REVIEW
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UNIT 1: FAMILY

Page 18 

Listen to these sentences and write the missing 
word in each sentence. 
Shhh! The baby is sleeping. 
His brother is twelve years old. 
I want to play football. 
The children are walking to school. 
The dog’s name is Didi. 
She is reading a book in her bedroom. 
My mother is an English teacher. 
She’s not my sister. She’s my friend. 

UNIT 3: CLOTHES

Page. 37 
Listen to these six words and put a tick () in the 
box under the picture of the word you hear. 
1. a dog
2. a man
3. a bag
4. a bedroom
5. apples
6. socks

Page. 38 Listening Part Two 

Listen to these six sentences and write the 
missing word. There is one example. 
John is eating salad for lunch. 
The book is on the desk. 
Tim has two books in his bag. 
Jenna is wearing her favourite dress. 
Steve has brown hair. 
The girls are playing volleyball in the garden. 

UNIT 5: OUR HOUSE

Page. 58 Talking about Yourself Listen and circle. 

1 I have one brother. We have a cat. 
2. We live in an old house. The house is small. 
There are two bedrooms. 

3. My bedroom is my favourite room. 
4. My favourite colour is blue but my bedroom is 
yellow. 
5. We’ve got two computers. There’s one in my 
bedroom and there’s one in my sister’s bedroom. 
6. There’s a big garden. There are some apple 
trees in the garden. 
7. Sometimes we play volleyball in the garden. 
8. After school I do my homework in the living 
room. 

Page. 59 Listening Part 1 

Listen to these six words and put a tick in the 
box under the picture you think shows the 
correct answer. There is one example. 
A. a phone (example)
B. a window
C. a pencil
D.boots
E. tennis
F. table

UNIT 6: HEALTH

Page. 68 Listening Part Two 

Listen to these six sentences and write the 
missing word. There is one example. 
He is cooking steak for lunch. (example) 
They are walking to the park. 
Alan is playing with his friend. 
Lucy’s new skirt is green. 
The dog is under the bed. 
Karen has four pens on her desk. 

Unit 8

Page. 83 I Love Elephants!

Write the words. Listen and check your answers. 
Elephants are my favourite animal. I love 
elephants. They are big and strong. Here are 
some pictures. Look at Picture One. You can see 
two elephants. They are grey. They have big ears. 
There’s a mother and her child. There are two 

TRANSCRIPTS
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white birds. 
Look at Picture Two. There are five elephants. 
They are in a zoo. There are five men. The men are 
sitting on the elephants. What are the elephants 
doing? Are they playing in the water? Are they 
taking a bath? I don’t know. 
Look at Picture Three. The elephants are playing 
football. Can you see the football? It’s black and 
white. How many elephants can you see? One, 
two, three, four, five, six – six elephants! Many 
people are watching the elephants. 

UNIT 9: TRANSPORT

Page. 97 Listening Part Two 
Listen to these six sentences and write the 
missing word. There is one example. 
John is playing volleyball at school. (example) 
The zoo has two lions and three elephants. 
Their school clothes are grey and black. 
On Sunday George wears shorts and a T-shirt. 
Our house is near a park. 
The girls are eating dinner in the kitchen. 

Page. 98 Listening Part One 

Listen to these six words and put a tick in the box 
under the picture of the word you hear. 
A.a penguin
B.a bus
C.a shop
D.a door
E.legs
F.a T-shirt

Page. 108 Review: Listening script for the teacher 
to read: 

Listen to these sentences and write the words. 
 My sister is in the living room. 
The baby is sleeping. 
Sam is eating an apple. 
Paula is wearing a yellow dress. 
The mouse is a small animal.

TRANSCRIPTS
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SAMPLE PAPER ANSWER KEY

ANGLIA EXAMINATIONS 
 
 
Junior Listening Paper Sample4  Key and Mark Scheme 
 
 

- 1 - 

Section L1 (10 marks – 2 marks for each correct answer) 
 
a glass (example) 
a shark 
a ruler 
a steak 
a chair 
a zebra 
 
 
Section L2 (20 marks) 
Four marks for each correct answer. Allow three marks for a scribing mistake (e.g. letters 
wrong way round / slight spelling mistake). Allow two marks for serious but phonic or 
recognisable spelling mistakes. Allow one mark if anything is correct at all. 
 
a. car (example) 
b. mouse 
c. green 
d. March 
e. lunch 
f. basketball 
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SAMPLE PAPER ANSWER KEY

ANGLIA EXAMINATION SYNDICATE

Junior Level Paper Sample4 Key and Mark Scheme

1 

Section A (20 marks – TWO marks for each correct answer. Ignore misspelling arising from 
copying.  It doesn't matter whether the article is there or not.)

1. a fork
2. a tree
3. a boy
4. a pencil
5. a nose
6. a penguin
7. a carrot
8. a biscuit
9. a train
10. a radio

Section B (10 marks – 1 mark for each correctly inserted letter)

1. February
2. April
3. June
4. August
5. December

Section C (10 marks – Two marks for each correct answer. One mark for phonic or 
recognisable misspelling. e.g. tenn, sevan, elvan.)

1. three
2. eight
3. ten
4. thirteen
5. seventeen

Section D (10 marks – 2 marks for each correct answer, either letter or word)

1. C are
2. A am
3. D his
4. B is
5. C It
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SAMPLE PAPER ANSWER KEY

ANGLIA EXAMINATION SYNDICATE

Junior Level Paper Sample4 Key and Mark Scheme

 2 

Section E (10 marks – 2 marks for each correct answer)

Banana 2 in the bowl.
Banana 3 on the table.
Banana 4 near the cake.
Banana 5 behind the shopping bag.
Banana 6 under the chair.

Section F (20 marks – 2 marks for each correct answer, 1 mark if the right answer is spelt 
incorrectly)

Section G (10 marks–2 marks for each correctly filled line on the form)

1. (name) 1 mark for first name, 1 mark for surname.
2. (age) as above – a number, a written number, a number plus exact months, weeks, fraction etc 

all acceptable.
3. (birthday) day and month necessary, ignore presence or absence of year.
4. Any sport acceptable, 1 for recognisable sport, there may be misspelling, messy writing, 2 for 

perfect sport word.
5. Any animal acceptable, as above.

 

red 

white grey 
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SAMPLE PAPER ANSWER KEY

ANGLIA EXAMINATION SYNDICATE

Junior Level Paper Sample4 Key and Mark Scheme

 3 

Section H (10 marks – 2 marks for each correct answer)

A. 4
B. 2
C. 6
D. 1
E. 5
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The STEP TO series consists of ten titles:

Step To First Step

Step To Junior

Step To Primary

Step To Preliminary

Step To Elementary

Step To Pre-Intermediate

Step To Intermediate

Step To Advanced

Step To AcCept Proficiency

Step To Masters 

STEP TO books are specifically designed for students preparing for 
Anglia Examinations. The books have 10-12 units and include a QR 
code linking to audio files and a sample test. Each unit is topic based 
(covering high-frequency test topics and vocabulary) and has a fresh, 
attractive, and colourful design.

The books provide guided test practice for every test section. There are 
explanations and exercises for essential grammar patterns, collocations 
and vocabulary. 

For teachers, the accompanying teachers' guides make things easy. Each book is 
a comprehensive one-stop solution for test preparation. In addition to instructions, 
the teachers' guide for each level has language and cultural explanations, test 
tips, and transcripts of all the recordings. 
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